Sedation can be used to facilitate management of aggressive animals, completion of minor procedures (eg, biopsy, laceration repair, bandage change), and diagnostic imaging. However, sedation may not be safer than general anesthesia in all cases (eg, brachycephalic patient with significant stertor/stridor), as is often presumed. A thorough history, assessment of animal temperament, physical examination (except with aggressive animals), and age- and disease-appropriate laboratory data should be obtained or performed before a sedation protocol is developed. The level of desired sedation and route of drug administration also influence selection.

It is strongly recommended that patients receive support and that physiologic parameters are monitored during sedation. Oxygen administration via a facemask or endotracheal tube can be considered if the patient is not able to protect its airway. Intubation supplies should be readily available during procedures that require heavy sedation. In cases in which sedation duration is to exceed 30 to 45 minutes or the patient would benefit from fluids (eg, elevated BUN and creatinine), fluids should be administered either intravenously following placement of a catheter or, at minimum, subcutaneously. External heat should be provided when warranted to maintain the patient’s body temperature.

**TOP 5 SHORT PROCEDURE SEDATION SCENARIOS**

1. Young-to-Middle–Aged, Healthy Dog with No Pre-Existing Disease or Deterioration in Organ Function Undergoing a Nonpainful or Only Mildly Painful Minor Procedure (eg, Ultrasonography, Bandage Change)
2. Older, Debilitated, Cardiovascularly Compromised Dog or a Dog with Significant Organ Dysfunction
3. Young-to-Middle–Aged, Healthy Cat with No Pre-Existing Disease or Deterioration in Organ Function Undergoing a Nonpainful or Only Mildly Painful Procedure (eg, Ultrasonography, Bandage Change)
4. Older, Debilitated, Cardiovascularly Compromised Cat
5. Fractious or Aggressive Dog or Cat Requiring Sedation
The level of monitoring necessary should be determined based on individual patient risk; at minimum, body temperature, heart rate, and respiratory rate should be obtained and recorded at fixed intervals. ECG, Doppler or other non-invasive blood pressure monitoring, and pulse oximetry can provide useful information and should be used in higher risk animals. Maintaining a sedation record is advised and can help guide subsequent management. Although reversal of drugs is sometimes necessary, the patient’s temperament and pain should always be considered.

Sedation protocols may include a tranquilizer (eg, acepromazine) or sedative (eg, dexmedetomidine), an opioid for analgesia and sedation (in dogs), and, if warranted, an anesthetic agent. Onset and duration, route of administration, desired depth of sedation, procedure, and need for reversibility should all be considered.

Sedation is aimed at facilitating completion of the procedure without causing undue stress to the patient or veterinary staff. Drugs should provide adequate calming, pain relief (if needed), and reduction in mobility appropriate to the procedure.

Following are the author’s top 5 scenarios involving sedation for short procedures. Drug dose information reflects what is commonly used at the author’s hospital. Additional drug-specific information may be found in Suggested Reading, page 30.

1 Young-to-Middle–Aged, Healthy Dog with No Pre-Existing Disease or Deterioration in Organ Function Undergoing a Nonpainful or Only Mildly Painful Minor Procedure (eg, Ultrasonography, Bandage Change)

Sedation

- Butorphanol (0.1-0.3 mg/kg IV or 0.3-0.5 mg/kg IM) + dexmedetomidine (0.001-0.003 mg/kg IV or 0.003-0.006 mg/kg IM); partial (eg, buprenorphine) or complete μ-opioid agonists (eg, morphine) may be substituted for butorphanol for noxious procedures. Doses for either drug class may be adjusted.
- Acepromazine (0.01-0.03 mg/kg IV or 0.02-0.05 mg/kg IM or SC) may be used for tranquilization instead of dexmedetomidine if vasoconstriction and bradycardia are not desired. Acepromazine offers no analgesic effects and is not reversible. Duration may be prolonged in dogs with hepatic disease.

Of note, sudden arousal may be observed in patients that receive dexmedetomidine. These effects can be mitigated with the addition of an opioid. Bradycardia should be expected with dexmedetomidine and opioid combinations. Second-degree heart block is also commonly observed. If dexmedetomidine-mediated vasoconstriction is the presumed cause of hypertension and resulting bradycardia or bradyarrhythmia, anticholinergics are not recommended, as they increase myocardial work without improving cardiac output or tissue perfusion. Oxygen should be administered when using this combination.

Reversal

- Naloxone (starting at 0.001-0.002 mg/kg IV or 0.005 mg/kg SC; up to 0.01 mg/kg SC or IV to effect) to reverse opioid effects. Reversal should only be attempted if residual analgesia is not considered important or is provided using other medications. The partial μ-opioid agonist buprenorphine is not generally considered to be reversible.
- Atipamezole (0.05-0.10 mg/kg IM) can be used to reverse the effects of dexmedetomidine. As duration from dexmedetomidine administration increases, lower doses of atipamezole are often sufficient to reverse residual drug effects.

Sudden arousal may be observed in patients that receive dexmedetomidine.
Older, Debilitated, Cardiovascularly Compromised Dog or a Dog with Significant Organ Dysfunction

Sedation
- Butorphanol (0.2-0.3 mg/kg IV) ± midazolam (0.1-0.3 mg/kg IV)
- Fentanyl (0.002-0.005 mg/kg IV), hydromorphone (0.02-0.05 mg/kg IV), or methadone (0.1-0.2 mg/kg IV) may be substituted for butorphanol. These medications may also be administered IM or SC at higher doses.

Bradycardia should be expected with administration of high doses of opioids. Opioid-induced bradycardia may be treated with atropine (0.01-0.02 mg/kg) or glycopyrrolate (0.005-0.010 mg/kg IV). An IV catheter is recommended, and oxygen should be administered. Occasionally, an animal might become excited or dysphoric. Respiratory depression is likely with IV administration of these drug combinations, especially in debilitated patients. Panting may also be observed and may complicate certain procedures (eg, ultrasound-guided aspiration of the spleen). Slow IV titration of an appropriate injectable anesthetic (eg, propofol, alfaxalone) may mitigate these complications; however, because apnea is also possible, intubation supplies should be readily available.

Reversal
- Naloxone (up to 0.01 mg/kg IM, SC, or IV to effect; see Suggested Reading, page 30, for more information on appropriate administration)
- Flumazenil at 0.01 mg/kg has been suggested; however, in the author’s experience, lower amounts (0.05-0.10 mg titrated IV) are sufficient for reversal of benzodiazepine effects.

Young-to-Middle–Aged, Healthy Cat with No Pre-Existing Disease or Deterioration in Organ Function Undergoing a Nonpainful or Only Mildly Painful Procedure (eg, Ultrasonography, Bandage Change)

Sedation
- Butorphanol (0.1-0.3 mg/kg IV or 0.3-0.5 mg/kg IM) + dexmedetomidine (0.002-0.004 mg/kg IV or 0.004-0.010 mg/kg IM) ± ketamine or alfaxalone (1-3 mg/kg IM). This combination may sometimes be referred to as kitty magic.
- Partial or complete μ-opioid agonists may be substituted for butorphanol for noxious procedures.

In cats, sedation does not occur as reliably with opioids as compared with dogs, and cats may become euphoric or dysphoric. Clinical experience suggests that although butorphanol is useful for a short duration and treatment of mild pain, it is the most sedating of the opioids in cats. Bradycardia should be expected in patients that receive dexmedetomidine and opioid combinations (see note about anticholinergic use in Scenario 1, previous page). Alfaxalone can cause seizure-like twitching and noise sensitivity; thus, cats should be kept in a dimly lit, quiet area during recovery from this drug. Oxygen should be administered.

Reversal
- Naloxone (up to 0.01 mg/kg IM, SC, or IV to effect; see Suggested Reading, page 30, for more information on appropriate dosing)
- Atipamezole (0.05-0.10 mg/kg IM)
- Neither ketamine nor alfaxalone is reversible.
Older, Debilitated, Cardiovascularly Compromised Cat

Sedation

- Butorphanol (0.1-0.3 mg/kg IV or 0.3-0.5 mg/kg IM) ± midazolam (0.1-0.2 mg/kg IV or IM)
- Fentanyl (0.002-0.003 mg/kg IV), hydromorphone (0.01-0.02 mg/kg IV), or methadone (0.1-0.2 mg/kg IV) may be substituted for butorphanol.

Nondebilitated cats can become excited with opioids and benzodiazepines. See previous note regarding considerations when using alfaxalone. Ketamine may be used in place of alfaxalone in cats, but caution is advised in cats with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Oxygen is recommended.

Reversal

- Naloxone (up to 0.01 mg/kg IM, SC, or IV to effect)
- Flumazenil (0.025 mg IV in increments to effect)

Fractious or Aggressive Dog or Cat Requiring Sedation

Pet owners should always be informed of the added risk of sedating animals without an evaluation. For a patient with an aversion to the veterinary hospital, prior administration of tranquilizers (eg, trazodone in dogs, gabapentin in cats) may be helpful.

Efficient handling of fractious patients is needed to minimize stress to the veterinary staff, pet owner, and patient. Knowledge of the patient’s weight is helpful in planning and having medications ready for administration to minimize wait time. In many scenarios, a sedative or tranquilizer and opioid are not sufficient to safely approach these patients, and the addition of an anesthetic agent is warranted. Dose adjustments to the protocols in Scenarios 1 through 4 may be necessary:

Scenario 1

- Dexmedetomidine (0.005-0.020 mg/kg IM) ± opioid (eg, butorphanol [0.2-0.5 mg/kg IM]) ± anesthetic agent (eg, ketamine [2-5 mg/kg IM])

This combination provides good analgesia but may not be effective in patients that are already “worked up.” The addition of ketamine may increase reliability. Cardiovascular depression is likely.

Scenario 2

- Tiletamine–zolazepam (cats, 3-5 mg/kg; dogs, 5-7 mg/kg IM or SC)

The small volume typically makes administration easier as compared with drugs that require a larger volume. If dosed appropriately, this combination is reliable, with heavy sedation typically occurring in 5 to 10 minutes. However, this drug combination provides minimal analgesia and has a long duration of action. Adverse behaviors and hyperthermia may be seen during recovery if additional sedatives or tranquilizers are not administered following short (ie, <1 hour) procedures.

Scenario 3

- Tranquilizer (eg, midazolam [0.2 mg/kg IM]) + anesthetic agent (eg, alfaxalone [1-3 mg/kg IM])

This combination is useful (but not 100% reliable) in compromised, fractious cats. It consists of a large volume and does not provide any analgesia, but analgesics can be provided after the patient is recumbent or added to the other medications if the drug volume is not a limiting factor.

Scenario 4

Although chamber/mask inductions using inhalation agents are no longer recommended for routine use, they may be a viable alternative for a cat or small dog that is challenging to handle. Administration of an injectable sedative can help reduce the

Nondebilitated cats can become excited with opioids and benzodiazepines. See previous note regarding considerations when using alfaxalone. Ketamine may be used in place of alfaxalone in cats, but caution is advised in cats with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Oxygen is recommended.

Reversal

- Naloxone (up to 0.01 mg/kg IM, SC, or IV to effect)
- Flumazenil (0.025 mg IV in increments to effect)
stress of this type of induction but is not always possible. However, as soon as the patient can be handled, it should be removed from the chamber and maintained on a mask. Additional drugs may be administered at this time. The patient can also be evaluated and/or monitored and provided supportive care.

Conclusion
Sedation provides a convenient mechanism for facilitating minor procedures in dogs and cats but is not without risk. Vigilance in monitoring and adequate support, along with appropriate drug selection, are key to ensuring animal and veterinary staff safety.
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